If you want directions in Google or Mapquest, you can type in "38.9890,-76.4959" which is Gate 8 or "38.9834,-76.4813" which is the lecture hall (addresses on the Naval Academy are not a strong point of those programs, and they can get you very lost).

The A marks Gate 8, which is the best entrance. Recommended parking is at the Red B, and the demo is at the Red C which is Chauvenet Hall, in Room 100.

I will be in front of Halligan Hall, which is a left turn immediately after you turn into the Academy, and before you go through the guard shack, at the A push pin.

Suggestions for parking if you do not have a parking pass:
- On King George Street, opposite St Johns
- City Dock Area.
- Opposite Gate 8 off MD 450.
Then walk in Gate 3 (pedestrian only, on Maryland Avenue) or Gate 1 near City Dock (severe construction, temporarily pedestrian only).